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Our earlier wave interpretation of  the March-April gold market rally considers that move 
to be a completed 5 swings up, as annotated 1-5; a probable first wave in a larger five 
wave sequence that will mark the start of a sustained long-term uptrend condition.  
Correction of the March-April move is in well underway.  Ideally it should be A-B-C in 
structure with the C-wave breaking down into 5 subswings.  As of Friday April 24, 2015, 
the wave structure of C features the requisite 5 subswings (shown annotated lower case 
Roman numerals) thus the entire A-B-C structure may be completed.  The presence of 
the unfilled official session March 19, 2015 gap (shown just above point 2 between  
$1159.70—1152 basis June [spot month continuation chart numbers are fractionally 
lower]) implies downside potential beyond the C-wave low-to-date at $1174.10.  Until the 
gap is filled we are reserved about sustained upside potential.  However, whether or not 
the gap is filled, a price recovery above point iv at $1197.40 would cause us to commit to 
the view that  a new up leg having potential above $1225 is underway. 
 
Note that this wave interpretation would be invalidated by a Comex front month futures 
print below $1141.60. 
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Note:  Some price points in the inactive front month Comex, CME and CBT futures (i.e. the continuation chart plots) may have 
been extrapolated from prices in the first active month and may reflect either the official exchange session or electronic data that 
occurs after official exchange hours.  In those markets closing daily  values generally approximate the Globex close at 5:00 -  5:15 
PM ET. 
 
Charts constructed with Omega Research SuperCharts and Equis MetaStock. 
Data Source: Commodity Systems Inc.; Reuters Datalink 
 
This report is for informational purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of 
any commodity, futures contract, or option contract.  Although the statements of facts in this report have been obtained from and 
are based upon sources that are believed to be reliable, we do not guarantee their accuracy and any such information may be 
incomplete or condensed.  We do not assume responsibility for typographical or clerical errors in this report.  All opinions 
included in this report are as of the date of this report and are subject to change without notice.  Employees of Eidetic Research 
may hold positions in futures, options or cash markets that are either in accordance with or contrary to stated conclusions within 
this report. 

 
 
 

  
   


